**Kate Bond Middle School**  
**Student Uniform Policy**

**KBMS STANDARD UNIFORM**

Boys & Girls

- Navy Polo (with collar)  
  - With KBMS Logo (*Vendor-Specific purchase*)  
  - Without KBMS Logo (May be purchased from any vendor/store)

- Khaki Shorts  
  - Standard uniform-style, KNEE-LENGTH shorts only  
  - *NOT INCLUDED*: cargo shorts, short-shorts, shorts with holes

- Khaki Pants  
  - Standard uniform-style pants only  
  - *NOT INCLUDED*: Leggings, stretch pants, joggers, jogging pants, cargo pants, any pants with elastic at ankles

- Brown Belts  
  - Standard uniform-style belts only  
  - *NOT INCLUDED*: belts of any color other than brown, no large belt-buckles, no logo-style belt buckles, no belts of ANY color with a logo

**OPTIONAL Choices beyond the KBMS Standard Uniform**

- Long-Sleeve, Button-Down WHITE shirt *WITH* KBMS Logo (*Vendor-Specific purchase*)

- Khaki Skirts/jumpers  
  - Standard uniform-style, KNEE-LENGTH skirts/jumpers only

- *Vendor-Specific* Plaid skirt

- KBMS T-shirts  (*Fridays and other specified days only*)

- Navy Hoodie  
  - With KBMS Logo (*Vendor-Specific purchase*)  
  - Without KBMS (May be purchased from any vendor/store)

- Navy Light-Weight Jacket with front Zipper  
  - With KBMS Logo (*Vendor-Specific purchase*)  
  - Without KBMS Logo (May be purchased from any vendor/store)

- Navy Sweater  
  - With KBMS Logo (*Vendor-Specific purchase*)  
  - Without KBMS Logo (May be purchased from any vendor/store)
**Additional Uniform Policy Information**

- The ONLY logo that be worn inside the building is the KBMS logo. All items must be plain and free of logos other than the KBMS logo that is vendor-specific.
- The KBMS logo can only be placed on clothes/outerwear provided from our specified vendor.
- NO other logo may be worn on any clothes/outerwear.
- Boys MUST have shirt tucked in and belt on at all times.
- Boys MUST have pants positioned appropriately on waist, so that the pants are not sagging at any time.
- GIRLS must have shirt appropriately covering waistline, so that no undergarments are visible at any time.
- GIRLS must have tops that appropriately cover the entirety of the chest area.
- Specified hoodies/jackets/sweaters MAY be worn in the classroom except when determined to be an interruption to the learning environment and during state-mandated testing.
- ALL other types of outer-wear, including heavy coats, scarves, gloves, ski masks, and blankets will NOT be allowed in the classroom or during hallway transitions except upon entering the building upon arrival to campus and leaving the building upon dismissal from campus.

**KBMS School Uniform Online Store:**

[https://championschooluniforms.com/collections/kate-bond-middle-school](https://championschooluniforms.com/collections/kate-bond-middle-school)